Federal Standard 595 Paint Spec
To purchase the Fed-Std-595 Specification, Fan Decks, or Paint Chips, contact:
Federal Standard 595 Specification Commerce Site (www.fed-std-595.com)
Fed. Std. 595 Color Site (http://www.fed-std-595.com/FS-595-Paint-Spec.html)
Please do not call us at General Devices regarding either the 595 Spec or sources for paint.
We do not sell the specs, chips, or fan decks and we do not sell paint.
The following information is provided to General Devices' customers to help them with paint selection for having a
cabinet/enclosure or chassis painted a custom color.
The colors in the Federal Standard set have no official names, just five-digit numbers. Any names given below are generic.
The first figure can be 1,2 or 3 and indicates the level of sheen:
1 = gloss
2 = semi gloss
3 = matt
The second figure of FS code indicates a general color classification group;
0 = Brown

5 = Blue

1 = Red

6 = Grey

2 = Orange

7 = Other (white, black, violet, metallic)

3 = Yellow

8 = Fluorescent

4 = Green

The remaining figures (third to fifth) combined into a number indicate the intensity. Lower value indicates a darker color,
higher value - a lighter color, with no other significance. The numbers have been assigned with gaps to allow addition of new colors.
Fed-Std-595 is a color collection, not a complete color system, and this has the following implications:
The existence of a color chip 1xxxx in the FS Fan Deck doesn't imply that there is a color chip for 3xxxx.
However, references to such "virtual" chips built on the principle "same color, but different sheen" is a widespread practice.
The FS is not extensible, i.e. it does not allow to derive new colors form the existing ones. Thus, if you compare i.e. RLM colors to
FS codes, you can only refer to the nearest existing FS color, which most often isn't a perfect match. In practice, the FS set is
extensive enough to find a good-enough match for almost any color.
Please do not call General Devices for assistance with any Fed Std 595 issues unless you have questions about purchasing custom
painted cabinet/enclosure or chassis from us.

FED-STD COLOR CHART for CHASSIS,
CABINET ENCLOSURES and RACKS
Commonly Requested Colors For General Devices Custom Painted Products.
•
•
•

Black - 27038
Light Green - 24449
Light Gray - 26440

•
•
•

Light Blue 25190
Gray - 26306
Tan - 23617

* Common colors are highlighted by RED box.

This chart is a reference guide only relating to the approximate color.
Colors on computer screens may vary based on the graphics card and
your systems monitor. For true accuracy use Fed–Std–595 Paint Chips.
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